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Today, almost every industry and every sector is privy to the proliferation of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI). There is no doubt that AI will play a critical role in how we are hired, on-

boarded, inducted into the organization, as well as the skills training and personal 

development programs we receive, and gradually lay down the groundwork to pass on our 

experiences on to the next generations of employees

Today, AI is enabling L&D leaders to offer training content and delivery in ways that was 

unheard of before. 'AI can help L&D personalize content to suit learners needs by 

recommending appropriate content, based on learning patterns, style and behaviors and 

role-based learning, as well as auto-generate learning content in real time. In terms of 

engagement, AI-enabled adaptive/ personalized learning has the potential to transform 

employee engagement.

AI is 

Everywhere!

The What, Why and How of Artificial Intelligence in Learn-tech

It's about time L&D leaders step up their game and realign themselves 
with the rapid technology advancements to optimize their training 
impact, enhance the learning experience, and develop new strategies 
to take advantage of emerging technologies, especially Artificial 
Intelligence (AI).



20% 

85% 

However, it is also important for organizations and L&D leaders to first understand the concept 

of AI, its advantages as well as limitations, before deriving conclusions on the capabilities 

presented by the technology.

Source: Oracle 

27% HR leaders
Supported by

AI in the workplace of 2020

Source: Gartner

Positive impact of AI-powered solutions for employee training 

AI is 

Everywhere!

Customer service interactions 
powered by AI bots

Business (training) content 
created by AI
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Every system, every tool, every platform worth its salt is riding the AI bandwagon. 

Analysts at Gartner define artificial intelligence as technology that “applies advanced analysis and 

logic-based techniques (including machine learning) to interpret events, support and automate 

Understanding 
Artificial Intelligence

decisions and initiate action.” 

As per its Emerging 

Technology Hype Cycle, 

out of the 5 key trends 

blurring the lines between 

humans and machines, 

AI continues to lead the way.

The What, Why and How of Artificial Intelligence in Learn-tech



With the AI market touted to grow into a $190 billion industry by 2025, the scales tip both 

ways – for the consumers and the vendors alike. From increasing efficiency of a function to 

improving how the world runs in general, the advantages of Artificial Intelligence are aplenty. 

Vendors too are strengthening their investments in this technology with a view to getting a 

competitive advantage over their peers and competitors.  

Naturally with all this chatter, expectations for AI have soared across all industries, countries 

and product segments. Yet many people still remain uncertain about the adoption of Artificial 

Intelligence in Learning and Training. 

2021

40%
PRODUCTIVITY 

The AI benefit

Understanding 
Artificial Intelligence

$2.9tn 
BUSINESS VALUE

$$
$
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…and its 

Application in L&D 



Modeled after the Gartner Hype Cycle is the 2019 eLearning Predictions Hype Curve, which 

does a rigorous analysis of Twitter activity to determine the most mentioned eLearning-

related keywords across the social network. This analysis focusing on more than 2.3 million 

words, including 60,000+ tweets from a target segment of about 40 eLearning influencers 

showed that AI has clearly reached a “peak of inflated expectations.” 

…and its Application in L&D
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What does it means for the LMS in particular?
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…and its Application in L&D

…and its 
Application in L&D 
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However, AI in an LMS should not be a narrow definition of the term which curbs the 

actual potential of both - the technology and the platform.

As AI becomes a priority for enterprise learning leaders, especially 
with organizations pursuing broader digital transformation 
initiatives, it's critical to move the needle to LMS AI.

A



Challenges Facing

L&D



Although technological advancements have revolutionized organizational L&D over the past 

decade, there are still some common challenges faced by L&D professionals across industries 

and geographies.

For a company demonstrating versatility in its “learner demographics,” with people belonging 

to different hierarchies in the organization, different experience levels, and different 

accountabilities, a one-size-fits-all training approach may not or rather, will not, work. L&D 

professionals are often accused of offering generic and non-customized learning when it 

comes to urgent skills training or employee training programs as a whole. 

Different Learners, Different Needs

13

L&D

Challenges Facing 

#1
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One of the cornerstones of L&D programs is how successful they are in engaging learners and 

creating good user experiences. It is not uncommon for L&D professionals to have to deal with 

low motivation and even low retention levels among employees. Most of them may be 

distracted, busy, or unmotivated and find it tough to assimilate the benefits of the training 

itself! This can be owed to the fact that most LMSes available in the market have a 

complicated UI, making it harder for employees to navigate and adopt in the long term, which 

is compounded by the inability/ difficulty in searching and finding relevant learning content.

Low Learner Motivation and Engagement

…and its Application in L&DL&D

Challenges Facing 

#2
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Overlapping with the earlier issue, another common problem faced by L&D professionals, 

along with creating and making a wide repository of engaging content available for learners, is 

making the 'discovery' an intuitive process. Employees show alacrity in learning only if they 

find both, the platform and the content to be appealing. A tall order indeed!

Creating Great Learning Experiences

15

…and its Application in L&DL&D

Challenges Facing 

#3
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#4

Assigning a bunch of training interventions to employees with a view to ticking off a 

task, without alignment to the L&D/ business objectives or competency requirements 

of the learner means little. Further, a deep dive into the training uptake and its impact 

on the performance/ other parameter is key to the success of the training program.

Making Sense of the Training 

16

…and its Application in L&DL&D

Challenges Facing 
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With the reins in control of AI instead of pre-determined pathways, the learner is in 

the driver's seat. AI gathers data to determine a learner's knowledge of specific skills, 

then creates a constantly evolving learning pathway for him/her to take. AI doesn't just 

enhance the learning platform but makes it responsive to learner needs by adapting 

intelligently to their request.

AI for Personalized Learning

18

…and  
their Solution
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With its ability to gather intelligence from user behaviors, skill-sets and information 

pieces across the board, an AI-based Learning Management System produces a rich 

pool of related content and deep search results. Further, AI can be a great enabler of 

learning in-the-flow of work by providing constant access to training programs. This 

can prove to be highly effective for employees who are not desk-bound, but on 

factory floors or on-site, where the learning is better retained due to its immediate 

real-world application.

AI for Engagement and Learning Stickiness

19

…and  
their Solution
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The 'Netflix-y' interface is more than just sexy looking. It is powered by AI and ML, is 

mobile-optimized, fun to use, fast and easy to traverse and have great discovery 

experience. A critical piece to the learning experience is the content itself. Which is 

why the ability of AI to accommodate and make any form of content - micro-learning, 

eLearning, videos and courses – searchable and recommendable is key.

AI for Enhanced Learning Experience 

20

…and  
their Solution
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AI algorithms can be written to make sense of the large amount of data, beyond 

traditional statistics, which can be used to combine and analyze data from various 

systems. Using data science and better understanding of employee engagement 

parameters, real-time and intelligent insights can then be drawn.

AI for Business Intelligence

21

…and  
their Solution
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AI + API + Analytics = 
AI-powered 

LMS Powerhouse 



                             Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the key tools in providing contextual   

                             support to enterprise learning because of its ability to learn (continuously), 

determine and establish learning pathways that are personalized to the unique needs of 

the learner, while doing heavy lifting for the admins too. Below is a checklist of things to 

ensure the AI in your LMS gives you the desired value –

AI

In context of L&D, to ensure the entire learning journey is covered, the focus should not 

be on AI alone. It's critical to piece AI with other technologies that enable smart use and 

movement of data - Analytics and APIs.

23

LMS Powerhouse 

AI + API + Analytics = AI-powered 
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Adapting learning materials and modes to meet the varied backgrounds and abilities of 

learners has been one of the biggest challenges of digital learning. Until AI. Not only can 

Artificial Intelligence help meet learners where they are, but with its continuous 

information gathering process it can also customize learning for them. In context of an 

LMS, an AI-powered recommendation engine, along with its user-centric UI, makes for an 

enriched and smart learning journey. Relevant content, using both Content-based 

recommendation and Collaborative filtering, is suggested to the learners automatically as 

it constantly gathers intelligence from user behaviors, skill-sets and information pieces 

across the board to produce a rich pool of related content and deep search results. 

Personalization of Learning

24

LMS Powerhouse 

AI + API + Analytics = AI-powered 
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LMS AI brings about high content customizability aligned to the learner's needs and 

interests. AI sifts through the content, mapping it to the learner's journey and user 

behavior as it goes along, and puts only the most relevant content on their learning path. 

This predictive and adaptive ability of AI facilitates high engagement between the learner 

and the topics that are recommended. Here is how you can use AI to boost employee 

engagement. As a result, from the learner perspective, the content is tailored to their 

requirements and knowledge level, leading to an enhanced learning experience. 

Enhanced User Experience

25

LMS Powerhouse 

AI + API + Analytics = AI-powered 
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Automation is at the heart of an AI-powered LMS. With its ability to execute tasks that 

normally require human intervention, AI does the leg work otherwise needed by the LMS 

administrators. An AI algorithm in your LMS can very well manage the content scheduling 

and delivery processes for admins. It can also analyze learner behavior to understand skill 

gaps and then present targeted recommendations, taking the load off the admins to 

manually perform competency mapping. 

Automation
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LMS Powerhouse 

AI + API + Analytics = AI-powered 
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                              While AI- and Analytics-powered LMSes are great, they, in their standalone 

                              application, don't impact the entire learning journey to a large extent; the 

learning journey that begins from login continues across diverse applications, interfaces, 

systems and data sources. This is where APIs and Integrations come in. They provide the heavy 

lifting needed to share data securely across the extended enterprise, regardless of its source 

or format. In other words, APIs facilitate information to flow between applications, in turn, 

automating workflows and processes, as opposed to getting everything done manually. They 

are the key enablers of AI-driven learning experiences for customers, business partners and 

employees, alike. In short, complete understanding of LMS Integrations 101 and Leveraging 

APIs in your LMS should be your top priority. 

APIs
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                              While AI and API, together with other key LMS features, take your learning/ 

                              training further, it is the data points that are churned out from ever learner 

progress, every content consumed, every minute spent, every training dollar invested 

that matter the most from a ROI and business impact POV. However data dump alone 

doesn't mean much for a busy training manager. Business intelligence and insights into 

the effectiveness of the training programs along with (auto scheduled) reports can make 

or break the training program. In short, Analytics are the eyes and ears to the effectives of 

your AI and API. Along with reporting on learner behavior patterns and progresses, they 

also highlight weaknesses within the learning experience, so organizations can 

continuously improve content quality, information structure, interaction design and 

underlying functionality. 

Analytics

AI + API + Analytics = AI-powered 

LMS Powerhouse 
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AI infused with employee training platforms (LMSs) provides 

greater automation, personalization, data insights, and long-

term sustainability than ever before. AI will bring greater 

insights from the substantial amount of employee data in the 

LMS and will augment it with expert analysis. It will surely 

help create personalized learning programs for employees. 

One platform that is already leveraging this is the Learning 

Experience Platform or the LXP.

AI Learning Management Systems

Although technological advancements have revolutionized organizational L&D over the past 

decade, there are still some common challenges faced by L&D professionals across industries 

and geographies.

& Beyond 

AI-powered Solutions in 2020 
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In an age where constant digital disruptions are rapidly widening the skills gaps, AI 

stands to offer many benefits in the reskilling and upskilling of employees. 

Organizations need to look to AI to not only identify the skill gaps created by digital 

proliferation but also to help close them by recommending required skilling courses 

Reskilling and Upskilling

and programs to employees. For organizations, this means a future-

ready workforce, while for employees it is a great opportunity to 

further their careers and  professional development, and stay 

relevant in the years to come.

& Beyond 

AI-powered Solutions in 2020 
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With Artificial Intelligence, L&D professionals can get a better understanding of 

modern learner behavior and help develop learning pathways to improve the learning 

experience. Using such predictive analytics, organizations can further develop smarter 

learning content, one that is intuitive as well as responsive to the learners' learning 

journey. AI will undoubtedly transform how content gets delivered while fostering 

knowledge retention.

Predictive Analysis 

& Beyond 

AI-powered Solutions in 2020 
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Another good-to-have application of AI for personalized learning is pairing each 

employee with a chatbot, where the chatbot will smartly deliver learning, either as an 

ongoing program or Just-In-Time to complete an activity. This is especially critical for 

sales reps and an organization's mobile workforce.

Chatbots 

& Beyond 

AI-powered Solutions in 2020 
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AI-powered learning solutions will help track and measure learner progress, while 

also providing insights on retention and understanding so that L&D professionals can 

revise the learning programs to suit the learners' needs. With AI, L&D professionals 

will have access to critical insights on the preferred time and place of effective 

Big data

learning, and also provide feedback on increasing 

learning productivity. Data insights, such as 

course completion times, video/text content 

preferences, learning modes, etc., will help L&D 

consistently address the pitfalls in training.

& Beyond 

AI-powered Solutions in 2020 
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Bias in learning has long been debated as a troublesome issue. For example, when a 

manager is asked to assign training to his team members, there is an instinctive 

human bias that comes into play, where the manager may be lenient toward some 

employees (this also goes for gender bias). Such decisions can result in poor learning 

impact and productivity, in turn leading to a negative impact on L&D efficiency. AI is 

averse to any prejudice or bias and only relies on data to offer recommendations best 

suited to the overall objectives of the organization. 

Removal of bias
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AI-powered Solutions in 2020 
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The Last 

Word on AI 



It is wise to remember that AI is still in a rather nascent stage in its development in corporate 

learning. Tools and solutions for a wide range of business services are still widely unavailable. 

Global tech companies are laying the groundwork and readying platforms which can be used 

to create solutions that use AI, but data still remains the most important part and its analysis 

in terms of the domain.

Organizations are feeling the need to leverage varied skill-sets, while the demand for skills 

itself is constantly evolving. But, adapting to an AI-led workplace isn't much about more 

training, but rather, reskilling and upskilling and ‘new’ training. And, AI-powered solutions will 

play a key role in identifying skills gaps in the workforce, recommend skills training and ensure 

a future-ready workforce.
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UpsideLMS is one of the most awarded Learning Management Systems that has been building 

a legacy of innovation and best value for the past 16+ years - a fact echoed by our clients. 

That UpsideLMS helps you manage your online, offline and social learning without breaking 

into a sweat is a given. Psst! It's mobile apps for online learning cover the whole nine yards of 

Mobile Learning too! 

Behind this system is a team of really awesome people that have got your back (Free 365x24x7 

Support is just one of the many benefits) so you can focus on what you do best.

While you're here, check out Plethora, our new-age online content library for off-the-shelf 

eLearning that sits well on UpsideLMS (or any other LMS!)

We promise to make it worth every bit of your time!
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https://twitter.com/Upside_LMS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/upsidelms
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